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ABINGDON-ON-THAMES TOWN COUNCIL 

Amenities and Recreation Advisory Committee 9th June 2021 

Agenda Item 12 - Cemeteries & Outdoor Services Manager’s Report 

 
I have based this report on my reports written for our weekly management meetings that have 
been held since the last committee meeting. 
 
 
Cemeteries 
 
In early spring, before the mowing starts, the team have a sweep of the cemetery to remove 
any leftover Christmas wreaths, glass items and other prohibited objects. Doing so usually fills 
one whole skip. A worthwhile job when you consider the amount of extra stimming around 
those extra obstacles almost every other week.  
 
Whilst our Team Leader was on leave it was necessary for me to head up some grave digging 
which was an opportunity to carry out some in house training with our newest team members. 
Currently the only members of staff trained in gravedigging and shoring etc are Sean the team 
leader and myself. The team are becoming comfortable with the process and will soon be 
booked onto the city and guilds course to refine those skills.  
 
With no burials for a week the team had chance to mark out the next two lines of burial plots in 
the cemetery. Lining out the markers for future graves is necessary to ensure graves are dug 
inline and do not collapse whilst being excavated due to being too close to a plot either side. 
This also ensures headstones are in neat rows across the cemetery.  
 
The team have laid turf on recently dug graves. Unfortunately not all turf is saveable after 
digging especially in the winter months. Therefor a pallet of turf is ordered to tidy the place up 
and to discourage visitors from planting flowers and filling otherwise quite baron looking plots 
with vases, fencing and statues etc. 
 
The sheep have been moved several times to different sections of Spring Road Cemetery 
where they have attracted attention from people passing on Spring Gardens and Cemetery 
Road. The neighbours and visitors have all been very happy to see them. They will soon be 
joined by several more sheep as the grass growing season gains pace. 
 
The works team are spending much of their time cutting grass. Strimming around headstones 
in the cemetery is a laborious task which is then followed by pedestrian mowers in the larger 
gaps collecting the grass as they go. The church yard and play parks are cut in a similar way. 
Open spaces are cut using ride on machines and more formal gardens such as Roysse Court 
are cut weekly when necessary with a pedestrian roller mower.  
 
The first cut of the season in the cemeteries always triggers a few phone calls. This is due to 
the thicker grass that has over wintered and a lot of arisings ending up on the graves and in 
the shingle/glass. We go over the sections with a blower after this cycle but unfortunately that 
is not 100% effective. 
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In March we had members of the Fijian community from Dalton Barracks here for a burial at 
which they requested to witness the team backfill the grave. Whilst the grave was being 
backfilled they sang songs and played instruments. As a cemetery manager I find it interesting 
to observe how different cultures have varying ways of mourning/celebrating life. I think it is 
important that we facilitate the wishes of different cultures where we can, and this request was 
a simple one to fulfil that hopefully gave comfort to the family at this particularly hard time. 
 
 
County Hall 
 
The team took the scaffold tower to the undercroft of the county hall and installed more pigeon 
spikes. This time to the lantern and inner entrance doors. Let us hope this goes some way 
towards keeping the flagstones free of the inevitable arisings that accumulate wherever these 
pests congregate! The paving was pressure washed and swept. The team will be monitoring 
the area to see if the pigeons manage to settle anywhere else. 
 
 
Market Place 
 
I have been exploring options for coffee cup bins. From what I can find “stacking” bins (those 
that save on the capacity of our traditional street bins) are designed for internal restaurant use 
rather than for the more demanding street scene. If the council are considering moving forward 
with this idea I feel it would be better to purchase this style of bin for the coffee shops to put 
out daily or install on their premises. Maybe with our name on as a sponsor that could be 
emptied by their staff. Although the council will have to be careful that this does not encourage 
extra trade waste in our street litter bins. 
 
It is RECOMMENDED that the coffee shops within the Market Place are approached by your 
officers with a proposal for the Council to provide bins which the eating establishments would 
be responsible for emptying daily. If such a proposal is welcomed by the establishments, then 
a further proposal shall come forward to this committee regarding the costs associated with the 
purchasing of such bins. Alternatively, the committee could delegate the purchase of the bins 
to officers, subject to these purchases being within an agreed budget and resolution by the 
Urgency Committee. 
 
Since table service has resumed outside the coffee shops on the Market Place, we have 
dropped back down to the regular two (bin emptying) visits on weekdays, and three on the 
weekends. 
 
 
Play Areas 
 
Our mobile pressure washer was used to clean the winters grime off the play park equipment 
and surfaces. Some of our parks are prone to moss due to their damp nature therefore this 
needs cleaning from the safety surfaces etc. The play parks continue to be inspected weekly 
as usual and defects repaired. 
 
One large piece of play equipment in Chilton Close was dismantled for repair putting it out of 
action for a few days. It is now refurbished and back in use. 
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We have installed a new dog waste bin in Boxhill park. This was a replacement and I will soon 
have another on order to place halfway down the field. 
 
 
Fisheries 
 
Open course fishing season will resume on 15th June. The Outdoor Services Team leader who 
is our Fisheries Officer will be out on the day checking and reminding anglers to update their 
permits for the current season and continuing to be a known face on the town’s fisheries. 
 
 
Open Spaces 
 
In Boxhill Woods as part of Art Weeks the workhouse estate community installed art pieces to 
encourage people to engage with the natural world. A woodland trail was on display along with 
all sorts going on in the gardens of Abbot Road from sculptures to Jazz. A selection of nature 
focused festival style flags was dotted around the woods but unfortunately as we had predicted 
they attracted unwanted attention and were moved and damaged. This was a known risk so 
they were moved to a garden in Abbott Road where they attracted a good 40 visitors a day. It 
is estimated that around 100 people enjoyed the installation in the woods over the weekend so 
well worth the effort. 
 
Unfortunately, it was time to remove an old cherry tree in St. Helen’s church yard. This has 
been standing dead for some time now which, in an out of the way area would not have been 
an issue but with the church yard being such a public place (and much photographed) and now 
with many falling branches we could not leave it any longer. Another large fallen but “hung up” 
tree was dealt with on the same day. This one was a poplar that had split at its base and had 
fallen across a footpath in the wooded area next to the river on Ock meadow. 
 
Our arboriculture contractor has carried out some major tree works on the common. Several 
large willows along the Sandford brook were reduced as they had been dropping some large 
branches onto allotments in recent years. Other works have been carried out at Masefield as 
they continue to work their way through the identified works from our tree survey. 
 
The team have cut a number of shrubs and trees back from properties this spring where 
residents have called with concerns. 
 
As people are venturing out into their gardens again, we expect a few more requests for tree 
cutting etc to come in. Indeed, I have been to visit quite a few sites where trees etc are causing 
concern for residents of neighbouring properties. Often the larger jobs are already identified on 
the tree survey. Where this is the case, it is reassuring for residents but unfortunately a lot of 
requests are for work not deemed necessary by our contractor or myself. This can be a difficult 
conversation to have but with such a large tree stock in public spaces safety really has to be 
the priority.   
 
We received the memorial plaque for councillor Audrey Hasnip. This has now been installed 
on the bench in Abbey Close outside the Abbey Cinema. 
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With the grass cutting season is now upon us. The team have been out cutting all town council 
managed play parks, recreation grounds and other green spaces. Earlier in the season two of 
the team had a walk over the larger areas to remove fallen branches, rocks, metal objects and 
any fly tipped items that could potentially cause damage to the mowers. Some lower branches 
are trimmed at this time of year to allow free passage under the trees with the ride on mower. 
Roysse Court lawn has had weed and feed treatments and is receiving a little extra care thanks 
to Neil, a member of the Works Team, who came to us last year with 14 years of experience 
at Greenthumb the lawn care specialists. We will be looking at other formal areas that we 
maintain to see if they will benefit from treatment such as St Helens Church where I have 
recently cancelled the previously contracted out lawn care services. 
 
 
Abingdon In Bloom   
 
In April, some considerable time was spent cleaning and repairing our stock of over 150 
hanging baskets in preparation for planting. Many of these containers are over ten years old 
and therefor needed new capillary matting and wicks. This is the material that soaks up the 
water from the reservoir in the lower part of the container.  
 
Later in the month the flower beds and tubs were stripped of their winter planting and dug over 
in preparation for the summer displays.  
 
Hanging basket style tubs have been installed around the town with the addition of a few new 
basket trees on the new tubs that were purchased in 2020. Tubs have been planted and the 
flower beds are underway. We have received many positive comments already from people 
around the town who missed the displays last year and are pleased to see the colour coming 
back to the town centre. 
 
 
The Team 
 
Now that restrictions are lifting, I will be booking our staff on several courses that have not been 
running recently and therefore have left our newer team members untrained in certain areas 
which has stretched those that are. Others have not been able to attend refresher courses, but 
this will be rectified as soon as possible. 
 
With the grass cutting and flower displays taking much of our time, as in previous years I have 
now taken on a temporary member of staff to help with the workload. 
 
 
Cemetery Improvements 
 
Ashes Scattering Area 
 
As discussed at previous meetings of this committee we have been keen to develop a 
scattering area for cremated remains for use once the lease period has expired on ashes 
vaults. This is the other option we offer alongside a ten-year extension of the lease. We are 
fast approaching ten years since we opened the Memorial Garden, therefore I intend to use an 
estimated £7,500 of the 2021/22 cemetery improvements budget for groundworks and 
landscaping including provision for memorial plaques. There are various memorial options that 
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we could offer which I shall present at the next meeting of this committee along with more 
detailed plans should this project be approved by members. 
 
It is RECOMMENDED that a provisional sum of £7,500 be allocated from 211/4156 (total 
budget £10,000) to develop an ashes’ scattering area. If approved by this advisory committee, 
this would form a recommendation to the Urgency Committee. 
 
A future cemetery improvement project I would like to be completed using the 2022/23 budget 
will be the landscaping and defining of the infant burial area with a formal entrance, pathways, 
seating and perhaps a raised flower/shrub bed. I feel this would bring comfort to those that visit 
this space by providing an area for quiet reflection in nicely maintained surroundings. 
 
It is RECOMMENDED that the landscaping and defining of an infant burial area be added to 
the Forward Plan for 2022/23, with this work being funded from the Cemetery Improvements 
2022/23 budget 211/4156. If approved by this advisory committee, this would form a 
recommendation to the Urgency Committee. 
 
 
Community Woodland 
 
Since this has been an extremely busy time in the cemeteries and outside areas and members 
will be aware of the additional pressures as outlined in the recent report to the Personnel Sub-
Committee.  Consequently I have been unable to progress the community woodland project as 
had been hoped at the last meeting.  I have contacted relevant parties and we are looking to 
schedule a meeting this month to take matters forward with a report then to the next meeting 
of this committee. 
 
 
Market Place Bollards 
 
Unfortunately, despite arranging a meeting with the architect that carried out the most recent 
Market Place restoration this did not happen, and he has not seemed interested in rescheduling 
therefore I have met with another contractor who has carried out previous works for us. He has 
promised to provide me with a quote before our committee meeting on 9th June where I will 
report to members in more detail. 
 
It is RECOMMENDED that members consider the quote (verbal report at the meeting) and 
make a recommendation to the Urgency Committee to accept and place an order for the 
replacement bollards. 
 
 
Muslim Burial Ground 
 
Further enquiries are being made with colleagues from the Cemetery Managers Liaison Group 
who have extensive knowledge in this area and with whom I am also meeting with towards the 
end of this month. Following this I anticipate leasing with the chair of this committee before 
reporting to the next meeting. 
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Twinning Signage 
 
After receiving a quote, I would suggest a budget of £3,500 to cover the design, purchase, 
delivery, and installation of an 8-armed post as detailed in the drawing supplied by councillor 
Oates. 
 
It is RECOMMENDED that an order be placed for an 8-armed signpost, budget of £3,500 (from 
299/4845 capital street furniture). If approved by this advisory committee, this would form a 
recommendation to the Urgency Committee. 
 
 
The Holt Bus Shelter Seat Request 
I have included photos of this bus shelter and as you can see there is little to no choice for 
placing a seat other than under the shelter. The power cable for the digital bus stop sign post 
runs tight against the shelter in a trench that has been resurfaced. The ideal solution would be 
to attach a perch type bench to the upright posts of the shelter but sourcing a seat for this 
purpose has proved difficult. My only other option is to bolt down a bench using shallow fixings 
into the reinstated tarmacadam. I will attempt this using one of the benches being ordered for 
the play parks and should it be successful I will order a replacement for its intended location in 
one of our parks.  
 
 
New Bench Locations 
 
For the information to this committee I have included a report on suggested locations for new 
benches that is being presented to the Covid Response Advisory group. 
 
 
Tim Badcock 
Cemeteries and Outdoor Services Manager 
2 June 2021 
 
 

 
 
 

 


